2004 jeep grand cherokee navigation

To find the proper model year for your vehicle, look at the 10th digit of your vehicle
identification number VIN. The 10th digit will be a letter or a number. Find the corresponding
letter or number in the table below to determine the model year of your vehicle. If not, the
manual should indicate where you can locate the VIN. The VIN is often found on the driver's
side dashboard just beneath the windshield. The VIN is also commonly listed on the vehicle
title, registration card, and insurance documents. The Cherokee update features fresh data that
helps improve routing accuracy and fuel economy. These optimizations complement the many
benefits of your in-vehicle navigation system. Unlike cell phone apps that feature small screens
and even smaller buttons, the Cherokee navigation system is designed for driving. A map
update keeps your vehicle ready for the road ahead. To find the map that's right for your
vehicle, select the appropriate model year from the menu above. You will be directed to a
product page where you'll find installation instructions along with information on map coverage
area and new road data. Additional support is available via the Help Center. Accuracy,
efficiency, performanceâ€”fresh data helps you stay on course and keeps your fuel tank full.
Order your Cherokee map update today. Accuracy is key to staying on course and on time.
Note: Statistics represent the average taken from current available map updates. The specific
data included in a map update varies by navigation system. For additional assistance, visit the
Help Center to find information specific to your vehicle including how to install map updates
and tips for using your navigation system. You can also access FAQ and other information at
the links below. It appears that your browser has JavaScript disabled. This Website requires
your browser to be JavaScript enabled. Please enable JavaScript and reload this page. It
appears that your browser has cookies disabled. The website requires your browser to enable
cookies in order to login. Please enable cookies and reload this page. Navigation Map Update
Highlights Accuracy is key to staying on course and on time. Help Center Quick Links For
additional assistance, visit the Help Center to find information specific to your vehicle including
how to install map updates and tips for using your navigation system. Help Center. General
FAQs. Shipping and Return. Track Your Order. The unit features a 4. It uses just one disc for all
of the U. Also featured is a single slot CD player with CD changer controls. The RB1 has a
built-in fan on the rear for heat dissipation. The RB1 Navigation Radio is designed for selected
and later model Chrysler vehicles, but will also fit some earlier models including all WJ's. The
RB1 is available as a factory installed option on Grand Cherokee models except Laredo 2WD ,
as well as on many other Chrysler vehicles see list below. It appears that all of the factory
installed RB1 systems include the remote disc CD changer as part of the option package. No
maps have been available other than for the U. There are no future plans to offer maps for other
countries. A model RB3 us offered in European countries. All mapping is on one DVD. Built by
Alpine for Mopar. The RB1 Navigation Radio combines multiple technologies to determine the
exact location of your vehicle and select the best route to your destination. The radio also
features a CD changer control for the factory optional disc changer. At the same time within
your vehicle, speed pulse, reverse signal sensors and a gyroscope constantly monitor distance
traveled, direction and turn information. Compiling and comparing this data, the Navigation
Radio matches your location with the data located on its geographic DVD-ROM, and places your
vehicle's location on the map. After inputting the desired destination and routing preferences,
the RB1 computes and provides visual routing directions along with voice commands that
safely guide you through your trip. Navigation: Address book - Store up to personal locations
and phone numbers in the system's memory, and create up to ten customer address book
folders. Coverage - There are currently more than 2, cities in the U. The next data update is
scheduled for July Other minor changes or tweaks will be made in between the major annual
upgrades. GPS clock - With 8 satellites feeding the GPS-based system, you can quickly adjust
your clock to the time zone in which you are traveling. Time is also displayed directly on the
map along with your estimated time of arrival, or estimated drive time remaining. In-motion
operation - As a special safety feature, the Mopar RB1 Navigation Radio limits the availability of
certain navigation tasks while the vehicle is in motion. Programmable options such as editing
the personal address book or inputting a destination will be unavailable and grayed out until the
vehicle comes to a complete stop. In addition, when in motion, Point of Interest selections are
limited - you can only choose from a list of the last 5 POI listings that were entered. Note:
summer An in-motion software "hack" has been developed by some enthusiasts. This involves
burning a patch file to a disc and loading the disc into the RB1 to update the firmware. This
modification is suggested "for off-road use only" and requires the AF disc software. Maneuver
list - Allows you to review your trip itinerary before you put your vehicle in gear Mapping your
destination - 8 ways: 1. Input the street address 2. Select a point of interest 3. Select a Recent
Route stores up to 10 4. Select a destination from your address book 5. Input a business phone
number 6. Input a trip itinerary up to 10 can be stored 7. Input an intersection 8. Use the map

cursor to select a location directly from your map display Map cursor - When taking a trip you
can access a map of the location you are visiting. You can move your map cursor to a specific
coordinate and, by simply hitting "enter", the system will show an address or coordinates for
that selected site and create a trip route directly to your final destination Orientation - The
default orientation is "North" on the top of the display. It can also be set to "follow" mode where
the direction you are currently traveling is on top. Points of Interest function - Select the service
or business you'd like to visit from a database containing thousands of addresses. With a few
touches of a button, you're mapped and ready to roll. Features over 40 main categories to
choose from, including ATM's, Hospitals, government offices, restaurants, gas stations, hotels,
grocery stores, auto service stations and more. Route Guidance - You have the option of
viewing a turn-by-turn map, full display map, or a combination of both. Roads are classified
from , with a level 1 road being the highest level road such as a highway or freeway, and a level
5 road, for example, may be a country road in a rural area. Generally, the system will try to direct
you to the "highest level" road. When you are on "minimize freeways", the system will try to
route you on the most direct streets. The system does not have the capacity to track your
movements or memorize your favorite routes. Route Recalculation automatic - If you encounter
a detour, miss an exit or make a wrong turn the RB1 adjusts to keep you on track. Should you
change course from the directions indicated on the display monitor for any reason, the system
can automatically recalculate your position, then select and display a new route. The power
must be on in order to see the clock display. Smart Key Filtering - When using the digital
keyboard to input information, the system makes educated guesses based on previously
entered letter combinations and displays only the characters necessary to input your
destination Trail Function - The RB1 features a program developed specifically for off-road use.
You can get longitude, latitude and altitude readings. You can also mark, name and save the
location so you can find it again on a later trip. And, if you should really get into the scenery and
lose your way, you'll discover the unique program has been dropping "bread crumbs" as you've
been making your trail, so backtracking to get to your original trailhead is a breeze! The "bread
crumbs" tracking feature works only in the Trail Function mode, and will retain in its memory
about miles of traveling. Trip Itinerary - When multiple stops must be navigated, the RB1 can
accept up to 10 locations, and then will create the most efficient route to accommodate all
destinations in the shortest amount of time. Yellow pages - Over 5 million business phone
numbers are included on the DVD program. Voice Guidance options - The RB1 not only points
the way When to turn, and how soon, mile by mile, turn by turn, until you reach your final
destination. One of three languages can be selected - English, French-Canadian or Spanish.
While in the radio or CD mode, the voice prompt if activated will override the radio sound
momentarily. The NAV voice volume can be set independently of the radio volume. You can
choose from four voice options: 1. Maximum two beep tones and voice 2. Normal one beep tone
and voice prompt 3. Minimum tones only, no voice prompt 4. But the RB1 radio is a different
size radio that what was used in these models so custom dash work may be necessary. Grand
Cherokee The RB1 will work with all functions in these WJ models requires the radio harness
adaptor kit described below. All steering wheel controls for the radio are retained, and while in
the NAV mode these buttons will operate selected NAV functions. Due to preprogrammed audio
equalization levels that are programmed into the vehicle's body control module, if a signal from
the radio is not recognized by the BCM the radio will default to a flat EQ curve. Combined with
various levels of speakers used from model year to model year, the sound quality of the audio
may be reduced when using an RB1 in these vehicles. So far we have yet to run into anyone in
which this was the case. In fact, every single owner we know who has upgraded to the RB1 has
stated that the sound quality was noticeably improved. Using the Chrysler wiring adaptor
harness , part , the RB1 will plug directly into WJ vehicle harnesses. This cable must be run
from the radio back to the CD changer in the cargo area. Cable routing directions can be found
Here. The RB1 serves as an excellent system head unit, whether used with the factory speakers
and amp or with upgraded aftermarket speakers and amplifier s. The RB1 will also operate the
factory disc CD changer if so equipped. The small flat antenna for the NAV system also needs to
be installed. It attaches easily with the supplied adhesive backing, behind the gauge cluster.
Installation directions for the RB1 can be found Here. These models feature a new CAN bus
system for communications. These new models use the new 5. Commander models use the new
5. A special shock-resistant adapter support bracket is required. The Mopar part number for the
bracket, which became available in October , is The RB1 can also be custom adapted to work in
pre Wrangler models. Back to has been confirmed so far. The RB1 will also operate the factory
6-disc CD changer if so equipped. See Jeep Liberty RB1 installation photos. As with the ''01
Grand Cherokee's, the radio adaptor harness described above would be required. However, it
has been recently learned that the RB1 can be adapted to work in s Chrysler vehicles like the

Cirrus, ZJ Grand Cherokee and Wrangler , more information will be available as we receive it.
Non DaimlerChrysler vehicles The RB1 can be adapted to work on many different non-DCX
vehicles, probably about any somewhat modern vehicle that you can make the RB1 physically
fit in to. This would require the normal audio wiring modifications to match the RB1 to the
vehicle factory wiring, as well as a modification to tie the RB1's CCD bus system into the
vehicles' alternate bus system. Mounting size: 1. Shipping weight: 10 lbs. A 3-digit "sales" code
is assigned for each radio in a particular series. Within that model code, "RB1" for example,
many different part numbers are assigned during the production run and sales life. Most part
numbers start out with a series of numbers, such as "". Revisions can consist of circuitry
updates or changes, firmware fixes and changes, and minor cosmetic changes. In addition,
sometimes changing a supplier for a particular part will result in a updated part number. In most
cases the higher the last letter of the part number the newer the part. A major change in a part
will often result in a totally new part number. RB1 Navigation Radio features. RB1 Navigation
kits and parts: About part numbers: Model codes and part numbers for radios and discs can be
quite confusing. Interchangeability: From what we have seen, all of the "RB1" radio part
numbers below are interchangeable between most up Chrysler, Dodge and Jeep vehicles that
have the PCI Bus system. The radio reconizes which vehicle it is in and will display the opening
screen logo accordingly for either "Dodge", "Chrysler" or "Jeep". In the model year Chrysler
started switching over to the new Can-B bus system and the new 2nd generation "REC"
navigation radio. Pricing: The prices shown below are the suggest factory list prices and are
shown here for reference purposes only. We do not sell these parts on our website. Prices are
subject to change without notice. RB1 navigation radio - Package Contents. All of these
releases were pretty much identical, all containing the exact same database. This disc contains
6. It contains the exact same database as the July release, but contains one revision in the
operation of the NAV unit. With this disc, all functions of the RB1 can be operated while
traveling up to 10mph. Prior versions restricted functions such as data entry unless the vehicle
was at a complete stop. This allows full use of the unit while in slow traffic. Update release: In
November , new discs were released that were exactly the same as the previous version. The
only difference was that the part number was completely changed, from AG to AA. A few
months later a second disc with the same part number was issued - this one having some slight
changes. The main difference is that it fixed some POI information that was missing or incorrect
for areas of Texas. In addition, for the Sirius radio option both title and artist information is now
displayed at the bottom of the screen without having to toggle between them. One of the main
feature changes is that the clock will now be displayed when the RB1 is "Off", a welcome
feature for vehicles like the WJ which do not have a separate clock. Update release: The AD
version was released on February 15, and contains the same firmware with a significant
increase in the map data section and new subdivisions. This disc contains 7. This release
contains no firmware updates for the RB1. It contains over 6. As with the prior "AE" release, the
updated mapping software only covers the 48 continental states and the 9 Canadian Provinces.
As with the prior "AF" release, the updated mapping software only covers the 48 continental
states and the 9 Canadian Provinces. Future releases will contain, in addition to database
updates, new screens and other updates or operational revisions. Database revisions will be
made annually, starting in July Non-database revisions and changes may be implemented as
running changes along the way. Radio harness adaptor for installing the RB1 or other up radios
into vehicles pin to dual 7-pin for installing the RB1 and other up radios into selected Chrysler
vehicles. Includes antenna adaptor. CD changer cable for use when using or installing a CD
changer and RB1 or other up radios into vehicles pin to 8-pin, required when installing the RB1
into vehicles equipped with the factory disc changer. This cable replaces the existing CD
changer cable and must be run from the CD changer in the cargo area to the head unit. This
cable is also the same cable used when adding a CD changer to any Grand Cherokee, or when
installing a radio and changer into a model. For more information see Sirius satellite radio. Tips
on buying a new or used navigation unit online from eBay or from non-authorized dealers If you
are buying a navigation unit online from a non-authorized dealer note that you will NOT have a
factory warranty. It is important to buy from a trusted source with excellent references, some of
which offer their own warranty. Be sure that in addition to the radio that you receive the correct
navigation antenna, latest navigation disc and preferably the owner's manual. There have been
a noticeable amount of problems with the joystick controls breaking on REC navigation radios.
This is due to a design flaw that was fixed on radios built after mid-September Joysticks have
also been damaged in shipping due to poor packing by those selling used units, which rarely
come in their original factory packaging. Assure that the seller will provide a non-DOA or longer
guarantee, and that the unit will be carefully packaged. See Vehicle applications above for a list
of applicable models. Where does the antenna mount and how large is it? The antenna is very

small and mounts inside the dashboard. On the Grand Cherokee it is installed on a ledge behind
the instrument cluster and is totally hidden. The antenna plugs into a special connector on the
back of the RB1. Can I use the navigation software in my computer? This proprietary software is
devoted exclusively by Alpine for the sole purpose of navigation. RB1 Screen shots. Sirius
Satellite Radio option. For detailed Sirius Satellite Radio information, wiring diagrams and
installation tips, see our Sirius Satellite Radio page. Failure to do so may result in injury or
property damage. Do not operate the product while driving. Always stop the vehicle in a safe
location before using the system. Do not use the navigation system to route you to emergency
services such as police and fire stations or hospitals and clinics. Not all emergency service
locations are contained in the database. Please use your own judgment and ask for directions in
such situations. Glance at the screen only when necessary and safe to do so. If prolonged
viewing of the screen is necessary, pull over at a safe location. Road conditions and regulations
take precedence over information contained on the map display. Observe actual traffic
restrictions and circumstances while driving. Stop use immediately if a problem occurs. Failure
to do so may cause injury or damage to the product. Return it to your authorized
DaimlerChrysler dealer for repair. Doing so may result in injury or damage to the product.
Always check the CD player for discs before inserting another disc. Failure to do so may cause
damage to the system. There may be situations where the navigation system erroneously
displays the vehicle's location. Use your own driving judgment in this situation, taking into
account current driving conditions. Please be aware that in this situation the navigation system
should automatically correct the vehicle's position within a few minutes. Take care when
removing a disc from the CD player. The disc might be hot. Make certain that the volume level of
the monitor is set to a level that still allows you to hear outside traffic and emergency vehicles.
The map database is designed to provide you with route suggestions and does not take into
account the relative safety of a suggested route or of factors that may affect the time required to
reach your destination. The system does not reflect road closures or construction, road
characteristics i. Use your own personal judgment if the navigation system is unable to provide
you with an alternate route. For the export market in model year , Jeep featured this
large-screen NAV unit. We have never been able to track down any further information on this
unit. Next generation Navigation Radio. A peek ahead? Note: The Nav unit shown above was
originally unveiled on this web site more than a year ahead of its release. New Pacifica
instrument cluster NAV system. This style may be offered in other Chrysler vehicles in the
future if it proves to be popular. To find the proper model year for your vehicle, look at the 10th
digit of your vehicle identification number VIN. The 10th digit will be a letter or a number. Find
the corresponding letter or number in the table below to determine the model year of your
vehicle. If not, the manual should indicate where you can locate the VIN. The VIN is often found
on the driver's side dashboard just beneath the windshield. The VIN is also commonly listed on
the vehicle title, registration card, and insurance documents. The Grand Cherokee update
features fresh data that helps improve routing accuracy and fuel economy. These optimizations
complement the many benefits of your in-vehicle navigation system. Unlike cell phone apps that
feature small screens and even smaller buttons, the Grand Cherokee navigation system is
designed for driving. A map update keeps your vehicle ready for the road ahead. To find the
map that's right for your vehicle, select the appropriate model year from the menu above. You
will be directed to a product page where you'll find installation instructions along with
information on map coverage area and new road data. Additional support is available via the
Help Center. Accuracy, efficiency, performanceâ€”fresh data helps you stay on course and
keeps your fuel tank full. Order your Grand Cherokee map update today. Accuracy is key to
staying on course and on time. Note: Statistics represent the average taken from current
available map updates. The specific data included in a map update varies by navigation system.
For additional assistance, visit the Help Center to find information specific to your vehicle
including how to install map updates and tips for using your navigation system. You can also
access FAQ and other information at the links below. It appears that your browser has
JavaScript disabled. This Website requires your browser to be JavaScript enabled. Please
enable JavaScript and reload this page. It appears that your browser has cookies disabled. The
website requires your browser to enable cookies in order to login. Please enable cookies and
reload this page. Navigation Map Update Highlights Accuracy is key to staying on course and
on time. Help Center Quick Links For additional assistance, visit the Help Center to find
information specific to your vehicle including how to install map updates and tips for using your
navigation system. Help Center. General FAQs. Shipping and Return. Track Your Order. This
LKQ Online listing is in good, used, working condition and comes as pictured. You will only
receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not assume
anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in

good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the
vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT
part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application.
Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your
local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues from happening
and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. You will be responsible for any Restocking
and Shipping fees associated with you order. Please consult your dealer before trying any type
of upgrade. We cannot tell you if it fits anything else. Please do not ask because you will only
get this statement as a reply. Just because it looks like it will fit, doesn? The donor vehicle VIN
will be included on the invoice to help obtain the code from the dealer. There is a chance the
dealer may charge a service fee to obtain the code. You must obtain said service at your
expense if you wish to use said service. If an optional antenna is needed, it will not be included
unless stated. Please read above before asking. If a control box is needed for these other than
the part listed, it will not be included unless stated. No antenna, DVD disc, or wiring is included,
unless stated above. We will not guarantee it to work otherwise, and no refund will be given.
Infinity radios will generally work in non-Infinity equipped vehicles, but verify with dealer first.
No refund given. Boxes - Check the ebay 'Shipping and Payments' tab for more info. PayPal
Only Credit Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will
be accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable
sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part
must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in
Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able
to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to
respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the
answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. Skip to main content. See All Buying Options. Brand: Maxtrons.
Windows CE6. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Android Car Stereo Radio with Bluetooth 6. Next page.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Customers who bought this item also bought.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Product information
Technical Details. Item Weight 7. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions
and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. Translate all reviews to
English. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified

Purchase. Firstly, it came ahead of schedule and well packed. The company checked with me
for fit before they charged me or shipped. I did have to connect the ground wire black manually.
I used an inline crimp connector, it took all of 2 minutes. I haven't run the reverse camera or the
headrest monitors but I will update after I do. As for function, I love it. Fits perfectly in the
factory opening. It runs on a windows type program and is mostly intuitive, I didn't need the
manual to get set up. The bluetooth is clear of white noise and connects quickly and
consistantly, but I may need the manual to set up auto connect. Movie screen quality is good.
Sound is good, it's not Bose but with the EQ you can get the sound you like. The only reason I
didnt give five stars is because the ad said it came with an ad card preloaded with maps for GPS
and mine did not. The regular GPS works but you definitely need to run the antenna out of the
car for signal. Other than that, it rocks. Great product just as described, easy to Install just
follow the provided instructions, the installation took less than 30 minutes. There has been
great communication from the seller all the way through the process. I just installed this on my
Dodge Dakota and I think it's awesome GPS and backup camera work great.. I bought a liscense
plate camera because I didn't want to drill in my tailgate so the camera is not the one that came
with stereo.. Images in this review. Great product sitting in my Jeep patroit. The AM reception is
nonexistent. Instalada en menos de 10 minutos. En mi caso no fue necesario. Este es el
segundo equipo que he comprado. En ambos vehiculos funciona de maravilla. Translate review
to English. See all reviews. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading
citroen c1 airbag light flashing
2018 ford fusion remote start
08 jeep liberty
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Add to Cart. FREE Shipping. Available from these sellers. Haitu TECH. Microphone,
Touchscreen. Touchscreen, Microphone. North America, South America, Europe. North
America. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life.

